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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS

The Role of Dynamin in Muscle Remodeling and Maintenance

by

Jennifer Kim Thu Nguyen

Master of Science in Biology

University of California, San Diego, 2011

Professor Amy Kiger, Chair

Membrane trafficking, the movement of transport vesicles between membrane
compartments, is essential for cell remodeling and maintenance. Specialized membrane
compartments are particularly important in large, highly differentiated myofibers to support muscle
contraction and integrity. Transversal (T-) tubule membranes allow for synchronized myofibril
contraction, whereas integrin complex adhesions at localized sites on the plasma membrane help
maintain muscle attachments under mechanical stress. The organization of muscle-specific
membrane compartments is compromised in three similar human myopathies independently
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associated with recessive MTM1 and AMPH2 or dominant DNM2 mutations. Interestingly, all
three genes have well-established membrane-related roles. Considering the similar disease
associations, MTM1, AMPH2 and DNM2 may potentially function together by an unknown
membrane trafficking mechanism important for myofiber organization. Whereas MTM1 PI3phosphatase has been investigated in muscle, a possible muscle-specific requirement remains
unknown for Dynamin 2 (DNM2), a large GTPase widely known for its membrane fission role in
endocytosis. Here, I explored muscle-specific roles for shibire (shi), the single Dynamin in flies. I
found that Shi localizes to endocytic sites within fly muscle, and that either shi depletion or
overexpression disrupts myofiber attachments that rely in integrin localization and traffic.
Overexpression of Shi or a human DNM-related mutant, Shi-E364K, induced phenotypes
consistent with ectopic endocytic functions, including accumulation of abnormal integrin- and Shipositive inclusions. Interestingly, the Shi overexpression defects phenocopied and were
enhanced by mtm RNAi, while inclusion defects were suppressed by either shi or Class II PI3kinase Pi3K68D co-depletion. These and ongoing studies begin to uncover a common endocytic
pathway for mtm, Pi3K68D and shi relevant to muscle cell remodeling, aging, maintenance and
disease.

ix

INTRODUCTION

Membrane traffic, the targeted movement of cargos between membrane
compartments, is essential for numerous subcellular processes. Cell remodeling and
maintenance depend upon the regulated redistribution or recycling of specific proteins,
respectively. For polarized trafficking to occur, it is crucial for membrane domains to maintain
distinct identities (Di Paolo and De Camilli, 2006). Muscle cells, or myofibers, have highly
compartmentalized membrane domains that are required for simultaneous excitation of
contractile units, and therefore, muscle function. Transversal-tubules (T-tubules) compose a
network of tubulated membranes that allow the muscle sarcomeres to contract synchronously.
Disorganized myofibers, commonly observed in patients of centronuclear myopathy (CNM), may
explain the patients’ poor skeletal function (Spiro et al., 1966; Sher et al., 1967; Claeys et al.,
2010). Genetic analysis of CNM has found a handful of specific, re-occurring mutations in three
genes—MTM1 (PI3-phosphatase), AMPH2 (BAR-domain protein), and DNM2 (large GTPase)—
each associated with a varying form of the disease (Laporte et al., 1996; Toussaint et al., 2007;
Bitoun et al., 2005). However, though precise mutations within these genes have been identified,
the molecular mechanisms by which they contribute to muscle maintenance are still poorly
understood.

Of the three genetic bases of CNM, the autosomal dominant form is associated with
particular mutations in human Dynamin 2. Dynamins are large GTPases crucial for membrane
fission, which plays a part in several different biological processes. The Dynamin 1 and Dynamin
3 members of the dynamin family are differentially expressed in varying cell types (Heymann and
Hinshaw, 2009), whereas Dynamin 2 is ubiquitously expressed. Dynamin 2 functions at several
subcellular membranes, including the plasma membrane, endosome, and Golgi (Nicoziani et al.,
2000; Kessels et al., 2006), where GTP hydrolysis catalyzes the fission of budding vesicles. The
mechanoenzymatic activity is regulated by multiple regions of the dynamin protein. Dynamins
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have five conserved domains: an N-terminal GTPase domain, a middle domain critical for
oligomerization (Ramachandran et al., 2007), a pleckstrin homology (PH) domain for lipid binding
(Lemmon et al., 1995), a GTPase effector domain (GED) also responsible for oligomerization
(Marks et al., 2001) and a C-terminal proline rich domain (PRD), which allows Dynamin to bind
SH3 domains of other proteins, such as Amphiphysin (Okamoto et al., 1997). Currently, it is
thought that Dynamin oligomerizes at target membranes, leading to membrane tubulation
(Pucadyil and Schmid, 2008) Upon the hydrolysis of GTP, Dynamin then undergoes a
conformational change, which constricts the membrane, thus causing membrane fission (Chen et
al., 2004; Mears et al., 2007). Importantly, oligomerization has been shown to increase Dynamin
affinity for phosphoinositide lipids and the activity of its GTPase (Klein et al., 1998; Warnock et
al., 1995). The presence of an internal GEF domain implies a potential need to regulate assembly
and thus, the rate of vesicle budding. Faster rates of oligomerization and GTPase activity have
been observed with CNM DNM2-mutants (Kenniston and Lemmon, 2010; Wang et al., 2010).
However, how these mutations affect membrane fission is still poorly understood.

Due to its role in membrane fission, Dynamin 2 assists in membrane trafficking events
between various cellular membrane domains. For example, Dynamin functions in endocytosis to
release budding vesicles from the plasma membrane. Internalized vesicles join together, adopt
early endosome identity, and then can sort cargo for membrane efflux and recycling, or mature
into late endosomes that fuse with lysosomes to degrade internalized cargo (Pillay et al., 2002).
Interestingly, the two other CNM-associated proteins, Amphiphysin and Myotubularin also play
roles in endocytosis and endosomal maturation (Pants et a., 2009; Vicinanza et al., 2008). In
addition to a BAR domain, which has been shown to induce membrane curvature (Gallop et al.,
2006), Amphiphysin 1 contains an SH3 domain that binds the PRD of Dynamin (Grabs et al.,
1997).

Myotubularins (MTMs) are a family of highly conserved phosphotidylinositol 3phosphatases, which dephosphorylate PI(3)P and PI(3,5)P2 substrates (Vergne and Deretic,
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2010; Taylor et al., 2000; Berger et a., 2002; Kim et al., 2002). A wide array of proteins bind
PI(3)P (Simonsen et al., 2001). Thus, depending on the type of recruited proteins, PI(3)P
enriched membranes can undergo one of many fates, including sorting, membrane transport and
endolysosomal maturation (Lindmo and Stenmark, 2006; Mima and Wickner, 2009; Saftig and
Klumperman, 2009). Early endosomes are particularly rich in PI(3)P (Gillooly et al., 2000). The
detection of enlarged endosomes, accumulation of PI(3)P and defects in membrane tubulation
and dynamics upon mtm depletion indicates an MTM1 function in the regulation of membrane exit
and traffic from endosomes (Velichkova et al., 2010; Ribeiro et al., 2011). Mutations in MTM1,
which result in a loss of Myotubularin 1 protein, have been shown to cause the X-linked forms of
CNM, also referred to as X-linked myotubular myopathy (XLMTM) (Romero, 2010). MTM1depleted muscles display defects in transversal-tubule organization that are widely conserved
from flies to humans (Dowling et al., 2009; Laporte et al. 1996, Ribeiro et al., 2011). In addition,
we established a fly model for XLMTM that uncovered a novel conserved Mtm role in integrin
traffic and maintenance of adhesion complexes. Integrins function as heterodimers. An α- and βsubunit together form a transmembrane receptor that connects the cell to the extracellular matrix.
βPS, the single fly β-integrin, is normally found in muscle at the myotendinous junction (MTJ) in
muscle-tendon attachments and at costameres, coupling sarcomeres to the muscle cell plasma
membrane (sarcolemma) (Yuan et al., 2010; Ervasti, 2003). Abnormal integrin-containing
membrane inclusions have been observed both in Mtm-depleted fly muscle and in human
XLMTM myofibers (Ribeiro et al., 2011). These βPS-positive inclusions appear to be of endocyticorigin, posing a potential joint function for Dynamin and Mtm in the regulation of integrin
attachments. However, an interaction between Dynamin 2 and Myotubularin 1 has not been
established.

The phosphatase activity of Mtm antagonizes the activity of PI(3)P kinases. In particular,
depletion of a Class II kinase (Pi3KC2), Pi3K68D, was shown to suppress integrin traffic-related
defects observed upon mtm-depletion, suggesting that integrin misregulation phenotypes result
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from imbalanced levels of a specific phosphoinositide pool (Ribeiro et al., 2011). Integrin traffic
has a well-established role in cell motility. As old cell-to-matrix attachments are dismantled,
integrin is internalized, allowing for new attachments to be reassembled upon targeted integrin
recycling to the leading edge of migrating cells (Caswell et al., 2009). A requirement for regulated
integrin turnover has also been shown in non-motile myofibers with already formed muscletendon attachments (Yuan et al., 2010). Furthermore, roles for Mtm and Pi3K68D in βPS-integrin
traffic at muscle attachements, or myotendinous junctions (MTJs), and at costameres,
accumulated adhesion complexes overlying peripheral Z discs, have been implicated in myofiber
maintenance and integrity (Ribeiro et al., 2011). However, a precise mechanism for how
PI3KC2/Mtm-regulated phosphoinositide metabolism could regulate the localization of integrin
adhesions, and how integrin recycling occurs in myofibers has not yet been established.

To examine the role of DNM2 specifically in muscle, Drosophila offer several advantages.
First, for the three forms of human Dynamin, flies only have one—Shibire (Shi) (De Camilli et al.,
1995). Drosophila also provides an ideal system to study myogenesis and muscle maintenance.
Fly muscles are formed in two waves: muscles formed and differentiated in the embryo undergo
massive growth during larval stages. During metamorphosis, all but a subset of muscle cells
undergo death by histolysis. Persistent larval muscles in the abdomen, however, undergo
remodeling, growth and maintenance (Wasser et al., 2007). The individual internal oblique
muscle (IOM) cells within the pharate adult abdomen are easily visualized during the final stages
of metamorphosis. The ability to observe large, individual cells allows for the characterization of
cellular processes from within a single IOM myofiber (muscle cell), as opposed to bundles of
myofibers within thoracic flight muscles and mammalian muscles. IOMs assist the fly as it ecloses
from the pupal case and are reabsorbed within a day after eclosion. By tracking the course of
muscle remodeling in the fly, we can visualize this process to gain insights into the genetic and
molecular interactions by which remodeling is regulated.
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The roles of muscle-specific membrane domains such as T-tubules and specialized
adhesion sites are well-characterized, though how these structures are maintained and
remodeling in intact myofibers is poorly understood. Considering the membrane-related roles of
CNM-associated genes, it is possible that Mtm, Amph and Dynamin together might regulate a
specific membrane trafficking pathway crucial for dynamic muscle organization. Here, I examine
whether Pi3KC2 and Mtm PI(3)P co-regulation is important for integrin recycling in a Dynamindependent manner. To understand potential roles for Dynamin in myofiber maintenance, shi was
disrupted in fly muscle and found to be required for fly viability. Expression of tagged wild-type shi
conditionally in muscle resulted in IOM attachment defects and severe T-tubule disorganization.
Interestingly, shi overexpression, but not knockdown, resulted in the presence of βPS- and Dlgpositive inclusions, similar to defects observed upon muscle-specific knockdown of fly mtm.
Further experiments revealed genetic interactions between shi and Pi3K68D/mtm on integrin
trafficking, suggesting that Shi, Mtm and Pi3K68D might function in a common pathway required
for muscle maintenance. Expression of a CNM shi mutant form also resulted in similar muscle
defects to mtm muscle RNAi, further supporting roles for Dynamin and Mtm in a common
pathway. Altogether, my results suggest that Shi and Pi3K68D/Mtm might work in a common
membrane trafficking pathway to regulate integrin-mediated adhesions, and thus muscle
maintenance.
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Diagram 1. Model depicting potential sites of Dynamin function in muscle.

Model: Inclusions are poorly trafficked endocytic compartments. Depletion of Mtm results in
defective membrane exit, leading to an accumulation of integrin-positive inclusions. Defects of
mtm depletion are suppressed by co-depletion of Pi3K68D. Could Dynamin function with Mtm
and PI3KC2 to regulate integrin traffic?

RESULTS

Dynamin localization to common and muscle-specific cell compartments
Dynamins perform membrane fission at different membranes within the cell, including
sites of endosome formation and membrane exit from Golgi (Nicoziani et al., 2000; Kessels et al.,
2006). Given that muscle-specific subcellular compartments (e.g., sarcomeres and T-tubules) are
critical for normal contraction and that DNM2 is highly relevant to human myopathy (Romero,
2010), it is important to determine normal Dynamin localization in differentiated muscle cells
(myofibers). I took two parallel approaches to visualize the single Drosophila Dynamin, Shibire
(Shi), in pharate abdominal muscles. Since no Shi antibody is available, I first generated Nterminally tagged shi constructs for expression in transgenic flies. These constructs were fully
sequenced and then expressed in Drosophila cell cultures to ensure the expression of full-length
protein (Figure 1A). As expected, FLAG:Shi and GFP:Shi were detected at about 108 kDa and
127 kDa using Flag and GFP antibodies, respectively. I found that an antibody generated against
rat Dynamin, shown to cross-react with human Dynamin, also cross-reacted with Shi on
immunoblots (Figure 1B). Thus, I detected endogenous Shi at 97 kDa, and a second band of
greater size in cells transfected with the tagged construct.

My investigation of Shibire localization utilized pharate abdominal muscles called internal
obique muscles (IOMs). IOMs are relatively large muscles that span abdominal segments, such
that individual muscle cells and their attachments to tendon cells can be clearly observed. In
addition, IOMs undergo a dramatic remodeling during pupal stages (Kimura and Truman, 1990).
This remodeling has a great demand for membrane trafficking, and our lab has previously
detected consequences of perturbed membrane traffic within these muscles (Riberio et al., 2011).
Using the UAS-GAL4 system (Perrimon, 1998), I found that DMef2 muscle specific expression of
GFP:shi, led to embryonic lethality (see below). Taking advantage of GAL4 temperature
sensitivity, I optimized a temperature shift protocol for raising the flies that minimized GFP:shi
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expression until pupal stages, thus allowing for analysis of pharate IOMs (see Methods).
Specifically, after egg deposition, embryos were transferred to 18°C and then shifted back to
room temperature for 2-3 days before pharate adults were dissected. The dissected pharate
abdomens were then fixed for IOM imaging by confocal microscopy.

With GFP:shi expression, I observed three distinct sites of dynamin localization in IOMs.
To ensure that any observed patterns were not a result of the GFP tag, I expressed cytoplasmic
GFP in control IOMs. In these IOMs, GFP signal was diffused across the entire cell surface
(Figure 2B). GFP was also diffused throughout the center of the myofiber, including inside nuclei
(Figure 2B’). Both surface and central sections revealed concentrated GFP signal in Z-lines, as
indicated by white arrows. In GFP:shi expressing myofibers, Shi localized to discrete puncta
along the plasma membrane (80% of IOMs imaged; Figure 2C). This punctate localization was
expected considering known Shi functions in dynamin-mediated endocytic internalization. An
unexpected and potentially non-specific GFP:Shi localization was detected at repeating
sarcomere Z-lines in nearly all IOMs (Figure 2C’), which was similarly observed for cytoplasmic
GFP in control flies. Lastly, 56% of IOMs revealed GFP:Shi localization along internal rings, which
varied between different IOMs in quantity, and within even the same IOM, in shape and size.

To explore the pattern of endogenous Shibire protein, I investigated the detection of
Shibire through use of a cross-reacting antibody raised against rat Dynamin. At the surface of
wild-type myofibers, immunolocalization with this antibody detected Shi at the neuromuscular
junction (NMJ), but discrete peripheral puncta were not observed (Figure 3A). Central sections of
wild-type myofibers revealed a perinuclear Shi halo (Figure 3A’). In shi-depleted IOMs, Shi was
detectable at the NMJ, likely from neighboring neural tissue (Figure 3B), but not around nuclei
(Figure 3B’). This absence of perinuclear signal in shi-depleted myofibers is indicative of effective
muscle-specific shi knockdown. Endogenous Shi was also never observed along internal rings in
control or shi RNAi muscles stained with Dynamin antibody. However, the antibody was able to
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detect GFP:Shi at Z-lines and puncta for a fraction of the transgenic myofibers (Figure 3C, 3C’,
3C’’, 3D, 3D’, 3D’’). This presence of signal in GFP:shi myofibers and the lack of signal in wildtype myofibers suggests either that the Dynamin antibody does not detect lower levels of Shi, or
that Shi is normally not present in punctae at the plasma membrane during pharate adult stage.
Thus, the localization patterns of GFP:Shi that we have observed could be a result of shi
overexpression.

To test whether GFP:shi expression results in an overexpression of Shi protein, I used
the mammalian Dynamin antibody to immunoblot for Shi protein levels in pharate adult muscles.
Thoraxes were used instead of abdominal tissue because GFP:shi expression was musclespecific and thoraxes are muscle dense. After the concentration of total protein in each thorax
lysate was normalized, a band of tagged protein was detected from GFP:shi lysates that was
considerably larger than the endogenous band detected in the control, suggestive of increased
levels of Shi protein (Figure 3F).

A band of endogenous Shi was also detected in muscles expressing shi RNAi hairpin
(Figure 4A). This was expected, because although the thorax is rich in muscle, the lysates
undoubtedly contained other tissue types (e.g. neural). Importantly however, no GFP:Shi band
was detected from lysates collected from flies co-expressing both the shi RNAi hairpin and
GFP:shi (Figure 4A). GFP:Shi signal was also undetectable when co-expressed with shi hairpin
(Figure 4C).

Proper levels of shi are required in muscle for fly viability
The overexpression of GFP:shi could alter endocytosis in fly muscle. Since endocytosis
is crucial for a panoply of cellular processes, I investigated how a potential gain of Dynamin
function in muscle could affect overall animal viability and development. The maturation of
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Drosophila embryos into adult flies is temporally dependent on temperature. At 25°C, embryos
undergo their initial myogenesis and hatch from their eggs in 12-15 hours, then grow for about 4
days (Schweitzer, 2010; Ashburner et al., 2005). Larvae molt as they enter 2

nd

rd

and 3 instar

larval stages. Third instar larva will then pupate and enter a four-day long metamorphosis period,
when larval muscles are lysed and adult muscles formed, before eclosing from their pupal cases
as adults and completing development (Schweitzer, 2010; Ashburner et al., 2005). To determine
whether development was altered with muscle-specific overexpression of GFP:shi, I allowed for
continuous expression at the start of embryogenesis and looked to see if adults could eclose. At
22°C, muscle-specific expression of GFP:shi was 100% animal lethal during larval stages. Small
larvae were found on top of food, as if unable to dig underneath. Only with reduced GAL4 activity
at 18°C could flies expressing GFP:shi could pupate and eclose. The ability to eclose was not
affected by shifting GFP:shi pupae back to 22°C.

In parallel, I tested the effect of muscle-targeted shi loss of function with the expression of
RNAi hairpins. Muscle-specific expression of shi RNAi was lethal at 22°C, although not until at
pupal or occasionally at pharate stages. However, flies were never able to eclose, and animals
died either as pharates or as pupae, regardless of whether they were raised at 22°C or 18°C.
Flies have muscles as both embryos and larvae, but since muscle targeted shi-depletion resulted
in lethality at later stages, this points toward a specific requirement for shi during metamorphosis.

Proper levels of shi are required for muscle attachment and morphology
Endocytosis is crucial for several events that regulate cellular maintenance, such as
integrin turnover. To determine whether overexpression or depletion of shi could affect muscle
morphology and attachment, I first visualized the morphology of individual myofibrils within
GFP:shi or shi RNAi myofibers. While control IOMs contained primarily straight myofibrils and
aligned nuclei, both shi-depleted and GFP:shi IOMs displayed myofibril and nuclear
disorganization (Figure 5A, 5B, 5C). This observation is consistent with previous studies, in which
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muscle defects have been observed after expressing wild-type DNM2 in mouse skeletal muscle
(Cowling et al., 2011), and suggests the importance of regulated levels of Shi protein for muscle
structure and organization.

The alteration of Shi levels also led to muscle detachment. Relative to controls, pharates
with muscle-specific shi knockdown had fewer normally attached IOMs in the third and fourth
abdominal segments, or tergites (Figure 5D, 5E). Control animals had an average of 10.8 IOMs
(±1.11, n=10 abdomens) per abdomen, whereas pharates expressing shi RNAi averaged 3 IOMs
(±1.99, n=6 abdomens). In both control and knockdown pharate abdomen, no detachments or
disturbances in the surrounding muscles were observed, indicating that missing muscles were not
due to human error. A minor but significant decrease in IOM count was also observed in GFP:shi
abdomen (7.63±0.40, n=19, Figure 5F), suggesting that missing myofibers also result from shi
overexpression. Interestingly, misoriented IOMs were also detected upon shi RNAi, suggesting
that shi is required for myofibers to form proper attachments during remodeling.

It is possible that missing and misoriented muscles could be due to defective attachments
during remodeling. However, because the flies were subject to continuous shi depletion and
overexpression, I needed to determine whether the defects occurred during metamorphosis or
whether muscles were instead missing due to defects at earlier stages, such as myogenesis
(Figure 6A). To pursue this, I dissected third instar larvae (3IL) and imaged the muscle precursors
of IOMs, the dorsal acute muscles (Figure 6B). These muscles were attached to the body walls
similarly in both control and shi RNAi experiments, suggesting that myogenesis and attachment
formation occur normally and that detachment likely occurs after larval stages. The possibility that
ts

poor attachments are of particular consequence during remodeling is also supported by GAL80

expression experiments, which limited shi RNAi hairpin and GFP:shi expression to pupal stages.
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Using GALl80 , the temperature sensitive inhibitor of GAL4, I looked for detachments in
pharate muscles in which GFP:shi overexpression or the expression of shi RNAi was limited to
during metamorphosis. These flies were raised at permissive 18°C, where GAL4-driven
ts

expression is inhibited. Upon pupation, the vials were then shifted to 29°C, causing Gal80 to
misfold and allowing expression of genes under a UAS promoter (Elliott and Brand, 1998). With
expression limited to the three days of metamorphosis, no significant decrease in the number of
shi RNAi IOMs was observed (Figure 6C). shi overexpression however, yielded a similar and
significant decrease, averaging 8.23 IOMs per abdomen (±0.19, n=11). Also similar to continuous
ts

expression, GAL80 expression of GFP:shi resulted in protein localization to peripheral puncta, Zlines and rings (Figure 6E, 6F, 6G, 6H). These results suggest that proper levels of shi function
are important for muscle maintenance specifically during metamorphosis. Although detachment is
not observed in larval stages, the results with shi-depletion suggest that continuous shi function is
needed for IOM attachment in pupal stages. Interestingly, shi RNAi also resulted in misoriented
myofibrils, a novel phenotype not observed at larval stages, suggesting that shi-depletion may not
disrupt the ability to form attachments, but instead may disrupt the maintenance of attachments
during remodeling.

Altering Shi levels affects the muscle specific localization of integrin
It has been previously shown in flies that muscle detachment can result from a loss of
integrin-mediated adhesions at the attachment sites between myofiber and tendon, and that
these attachments are particularly sensitive to integrin distribution during pupal-pharate stages
(Ribeiro et al., 2011). Therefore, I looked to see whether muscle-targeted shi depletion or
overexpression could also result in mislocalized integrin. To visualize integrin in IOMs upon shi
depletion or overexpression, integrin was imaged both at the muscle surface and center using a
monoclonal βPS antibody (Figure 7A, orange and purple respectively). In control muscles,
surface sections showed a striated, costameric βPS pattern, while muscle centers had periodic,
puncta-like patterns (Figure 7B, 7B’, 7C, 7C’). These surface striations were still present in most
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IOMs expressing shi RNAi, though seemingly fainter (Figure 7D, 7D’). However, IOMs depleted of
shi also contained perinuclear aggregates of βPS (Figure 7E, 7E’). While GFP:shi muscles did
not exhibit a perinuclear accumulation of βPS, IOMs overexpressing GFP:shi failed to exhibit the
striated βPS pattern. Instead, βPS levels appeared increased and diffused across the entire
muscle surface, where occasional longitudinal lines of βPS will colocalize with longitudinal signals
from GFP:Shi (Figure 7F, 7F’). Central sections of GFP:shi IOMs lacked the organized, punctalike βPS patterns seen in wild-type, but instead displayed βPS signal on rings or inclusions that
colocalized with GFP:Shi (Figure 7G, 7G’). Inclusions were never observed in shi-depleted IOMs.
One possible explanation might be that inclusions have an endocytic origin and that they perhaps
result from excessive membrane internalization.

shi regulates the organization of transversal tubules
Like costameres, transversal-tubules (T-tubules) are structures specific to muscle cells.
Since DNM2-associated CNM exhibits T-tubule defects (Al-Qusairi et al., 2009; Dowling et al.,
2009), I looked to see if shi depletion or overexpression could perturb T-tubules in fly muscle. Ttubules were visualized using antibodies detecting the membrane-associated guanylate kinase
protein, Discs Large (Dlg) (Ribeiro et al., 2011). In wild type muscles, central sections of muscle
have membrane tubules extending in both longitudinal and transversal orientations through the
myofiber (Figure 8A, 8B, 8C). Transversal and longitudinal tubules, although disorganized and
frequently discontinuous (possibly due in part to the disorganization of the individual myofibrils
with which the membranes associate), remained present in shi-depleted IOMs (Figure 8D).
However, about 40% of muscles expressing GFP:shi contained Dlg-positive inclusions, and most
were specifically missing transversal tubules and the longitudinal tubules were discontinuous,
when present (Figure 8E, 8F). Interestingly, the few shi overexpression myofibers with transversal
or longitudinal tubules revealed Dlg-marked structures associated with GFP:Shi (Figure 8F, 8F’,
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8F’’, 8G, 8G’, 8G’’). Thus, the loss of T-tubules could potentially be explained by excessive Shi
function.

In summary, depletion of shi does not destroy T-tubules, but T-tubule disorganization and
discontinuity are commonly observed with shi overexpression. Overexpression also resulted in
Dlg-positive inclusions, while no inclusions were observed in shi-depleted IOMs, suggesting that
inclusion formation is a phenotype of GFP:shi expression. However, Dlg did not accumulate in
perinuclear compartments with muscle-specific shi depletion. Thus, shi may regulate βPSintegrin, a transmembrane protein, and Dlg, a peripheral membrane protein, by different
mechanisms.

mtm knockdown does not alter GFP:Shi localization, but decreases muscle attachment
Myotubularin 1 (Mtm), a phosphoinositol phosphate 3-phosphatase, regulates membrane
traffic by altering PI(3)P pools. Our lab has previously shown that IOMs from flies raised at 25°C
under continuous depletion of mtm exhibited a loss of βPS from costameres and contained
integrin-positive inclusions. IOMs depleted of mtm also revealed missing transversal-tubules and
many large Dlg-positive inclusions (Ribeiro et al., 2011). Since these mtm knockdown phenotypes
resemble those of GFP:shi overexpression and since both genes are associated in human CNM,
I then tested whether shi and mtm functionally interact, suspecting that if an interaction existed,
either shi or mtm phenotypes would be altered under coexpression conditions. I found that mtm
depletion did not alter GFP:shi localization to Z-lines, peripheral puncta and on rings (Figure 9A,
9B, 9C). However, in comparison to GFP:shi abdomen, abdomen expressing both GFP:shi and
mtm RNAi hairpin exhibited a lower number of IOMs in tergites III and IV (Figure 9D). The
number of normal IOMs in co-expression conditions (8.0±0.41, n=9) was more similar to that of
mtm RNAi (8.3±0.28, n=12). The unchanged GFP:Shi localization, but decreased attachment
might indicate a role for mtm in muscle attachment either downstream or parallel to shi.
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Enhancement of shi overexpression phenotypes upon depletion of mtm
To further explore possible interaction between shi and mtm, I visualized the distribution
of βPS and Dlg upon shi depletion and overexpression in mtm-depleted myofibers and looked to
see whether shi function could enhance or suppress mtm RNAi phenotypes. Since βPS
inclusions resulting from mtm depletion have been suggested to be of endocytic origin (Ribeiro et
al., 2011), and because I observed GFP:Shi associated with βPS-positive inclusions, it is possible
that Dynamin may be required for inclusion formation. If this were true, shi depletion would
prevent the formation of inclusions upon mtm-depletion, while shi overexpression would result in
enhancement.

Previous experiments with mtm RNAi were conducted at 25ºC, so I first observed the
effects of mtm-depletion on βPS and Dlg localization in flies reared at 18ºC, then shifted to room
temperature 2-3 days before dissection. These IOMs revealed βPS-positive costameres and
inclusions (Figure 10A, 10A’, 10B, 10B’) and Dlg-positive transversal tubules (Figure 10C). In shi
and mtm co-RNAi muscles, βPS localized to costameres (Figure 10D, 10D’) and accumulated
around nuclei (Figure 10E, 10E’). These muscles never exhibited βPS- nor Dlg-positive inclusions
(Figure 10F), thus resembling results from shi RNAi (see Table 1) and agreeing with predictions. I
also predicted that GFP:shi might increase endocytosis and thus, enhance inclusion formation.
However, along with a loss of costameres (Figure 10G, 10G’), GFP:shi expression combined with
mtm RNAi displayed similar βPS-positive inclusions to GFP:shi without mtm RNAi (Figure 10H,
10H’). The GFP:shi Dlg-positive inclusion phenotype was enhanced upon depletion of mtm
(Figure 10I), which might suggest different regulatory mechanisms for βPS and Dlg. In summary,
though βPS-related phenotypes were more similar to those of individual GFP:shi overexpression
(Figure 10J, 10J’, 10K, 10K’, 10L), I observed enhancement of GFP:Shi-induced Dlg-related
phenotypes upon mtm RNAi. I hypothesize an endocytic function for shi upstream of mtm that
generates endocytic compartments. If mtm affects the flux of these compartments, then mtm
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depletion could lead to an accumulation of these membrane compartments, and thus inclusions.
Additionally, even without mtm RNAi, excessive shi function could also lead to an accumulation of
compartments that have not yet progressed further into a membrane trafficking pathway.

Table 1. β PS and Dlg phenotypes upon different shi and mtm expression conditions. For
costameres and T-tubules: (++) presence; (+) partial presence ( ): missing structure. For βPS
and Dlg inclusions: (++) several inclusions per IOM; (+) < 4 inclusions per IOM; ( ): no inclusions.
Condition

Costameres

control

++

mtm RNAi

+

shi RNAi

+

GFP:shi
mtm RNAi + shi RNAi
mtm RNAi + GFP:shi

βPS inclusions

T-tubules

Dlg inclusions

++
++

+

++

++
+

+

+
++

+

++

Potential PI3K68D-dependent shi function in membrane traffic
Previous work has shown that muscle detachment upon mtm RNAi can be suppressed
upon depletion of Pi3K68D (Ribeiro et al., 2011). A Class II phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase
(PI3KC2), Pi3K68D activity is antagonized by Mtm, though it is unclear whether the two regulate
the same phosphoinositide pool(s). After establishing a link between shi and mtm, I examined
whether Pi3K68D could also affect shi muscle function. Using Pi3K68D RNAi, muscle-targeted
Pi3K68D-depletion did not individually affect viability or eclosion. I looked then to find whether
Pi3K68D depletion could alter the localization of GFP:Shi. While GFP:Shi was still observed in
peripheral puncta and Z-lines, significantly fewer Pi3K68D-depleted myofibers contained GFP:Shi
rings (Figure 11A-C), indicating a potential requirement for PI3K68D in inclusion formation.
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Expression of PI3K68D RNAi hairpin did not, however, alter attachment phenotypes of GFP:shi
expression. Instead, PI3K68D RNAi revealed normal IOMs numbers similar to those of GFP:shi
(Figure 11D).

It has also been shown that muscle-specific depletion of Pi3K68D modifies βPS-related,
but not Dlg-related T-tubule phenotypes of mtm RNAi. T-tubules are still lost in Pi3K68D and mtm
co-RNAi myofibers. However, co-RNAi recovers βPS-integrin localization to costameres and
significantly reduces the number of IOMs with βPS-positive inclusions (Ribeiro et al., 2011). I then
tested how Pi3K68D depletion might affect βPS and Dlg distribution upon GFP:shi expression.
Pi3K68D-depleted IOMs retained βPS at costameres and exhibited no βPS-positive inclusions
(Figure 12 A, 12A’, 12B, 12B’). Pi3K68D-depletion did not rescue the loss of βPS from
costameres observed upon GFP:shi overexpresion (Figure 12C, 12C’), though fewer βPSpositive inclusions were observed in co-expression IOMs (Figure 12D, 12D’). Muscle-specific
depletion of Pi3K68D, however, recovers T-tubules in GFP:shi myofibers, exhibiting Dlg
distribution similar to wild-type and Pi3K68D RNAi alone. All three conditions displayed T-tubules
marked with Dlg, and none gave muscles containing Dlg-positive inclusions, suggesting that
GFP:Shi-induced Dlg phenotypes require Pi3K68D, while GFP:Shi-induced costamere defects do
not. While these results could indicate Pi3K68D-dependent and independent mechanisms of shi
function, it could also be that our depletion with Pi3K68D RNAi was insufficient to completely
counter GFP:shi overexpression. While mtm RNAi produces severe depletion, single-copy
Pi3K68D RNAi is only moderate and here, diluted with additional copies of UAS. Another
interesting note is that Pi3K68D RNAi exhibited similar βPS and Dlg distributions to individual shi
RNAi, though without perinuclear βPS aggregates. But again Pi3K68D-depletion may not have
been sufficient to exhibit other phenotypes. Importantly, βPS- and Dlg-positive inclusions were
reduced (obliterated in the case of Dlg) upon Pi3K68D-depletion together with GFP:shi
expression, suggesting a requirement for Pi3K68D in endocytosis. In summary, our Pi3K68Ddepletion results may suggest a Pi3K68D function upstream of shi, since Pi3K68D RNAi at least
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mildly reduced βPS- and Dlg-related phenotypes of GFP:shi (with the exception of βPS
localization at costameres) (see Table 2). However, a possibly weak RNAi knockdown calls for
further experiments to test for Pi3K68D roles in endocytosis.

Table 2. β PS and Dlg-related phenotypes with Pi3K68D RNAi and GPF:shi. For costameres
and T-tubules: (++) presence; (+) partial presence ( ): missing structure. For βPS and Dlg
inclusions: (++) several inclusions per IOM; (+) < 4 inclusions per IOM; ( ): no inclusions.
Condition

Costameres

control

++

++

Pi3K68D RNAi

++

++

shi RNAi

+

++

βPS inclusions

GFP:shi

+

Pi3K68D RNAi + GFP:shi

+

T-tubules

Dlg inclusions

+
++

Fly homolog of CNM DNM2-mutant E368K exhibits shi overexpression phenotypes
So far, my results link muscle-specific shi overexpression with the misregulation of
internalized membrane and membrane-associated proteins. Such defects have been observed in
mtm-depleted Drosophila muscle and also internal βPS-positive inclusions in human XLMTM
myofibers (Ribeiro et al., 2011). To investigate how CNM DNM2-mutants might affect
internalization and the distribution of βPS-integrin, I generated specific point mutations in wildtype shi to replicate common DNM2-mutations found in human CNM patients.

Of the five conserved dynamin domains, the middle and pleckstrin homology (PH)
domains are home to most of the known CNM mutations in DNM2 (Heymann and Hinshaw,
2009). From each of these domains, the point mutations that caused most severe forms of the
disease were selected: E368K (middle domain) and A618T (PH domain), to build transgenic CNM
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shi-mutant flies. Sequence comparison between human DNM2 and Shi revealed homologous
regions upstream and downstream of each site of mutagenesis. Thus, I generated N-terminally
tagged shi-E364K and shi-A614T constructs for muscle-targeted expression (Figure 13A). After
verifying the expression of full-length protein in Kc167 cells (Figure 13B), I found that muscletargeted expression of both CNM shi mutants were larval lethal at 22°C and 18°C, and also when
co-expressed with mtm RNAi. Only by suppressing larval expression of GFP:shiE364K and
ts

GFP:shiA614T with Gal80 at 18°C could animals survive to pupate and eclose. After pupal
ts

formation, Gal80 flies could eclose at temperature ranging from 18-29°C.

ts

With Gal80 inhibition of early GAL4 expression, I looked to identify sites of GFP:ShiE364K localization in pharate IOMs. Though CNM DNM2-mutants have never been visualized in
muscle, biochemical studies of these mutants have indicated higher GTPase activities and
increased oligomerization (Kenniston and Lemmon, 2010; Wang et al., 2010). Biochemical
assays have also found increased GTPase activity, increased oligomerization and increased
membrane fission with increasing Dynamin concentrations (Pucadyil and Schmid, 2008). If in vivo
expression of CNM shi-mutants exhibits increased shi function, it is then possible that CNMspecific shi mutants might localize and behave similarly to overexpressed wild-type shi.

After allowing expression for 3 days at 29°C, I observed infrequent GFP:Shi-E364K
localization to Z-lines. Surface sections revealed several bright puncta at the plasma membrane,
seemingly more so than seen in wild-type GFP:shi overexpression (Figure 13C, 13E). This
surface pool of GFP:Shi-E364K also appeared tubulated longitudinally along the myofiber
surface. Perinuclear puncta of GFP:Shi-E364K were also prominent in central sections, while
rings were occasionally seen (Figure 13C’, 13E’), suggesting that Shi-E364K was capable of
promoting endocytosis. Thus, I investigated how muscle-specific expression of GFP:shi-E364K
could affect βPS-integrin distribution. As in wild-type GFP:shi overexpression, βPS-integrin could
be seen diffused across the muscle surface in mutant shi IOMs (Figure 13D, 13E), though at a
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higher frequency. Similarly, while only 13.8±6.5% of wild-type GFP:shi IOMs contained βPSpositive inclusions, inclusions were observed in 69.2±9.2% of mutant GFP:shi IOMs. Many
mutant IOMs also displayed unstructured aggregates, as well as an increase in internal puncta
(Figure 13D’, 13E’). In summary, GFP:shi-E364K displayed enhanced forms of the βPS-related
phenotypes seen in wild-type GFP:shi, suggesting that CNM mutants can perform membrane
fission, possibly at higher rates than wild-type.
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FIGURES

Figure 1. Generation of tagged shi constructs. (A) Diagram of tagged and untagged shi–WT
constructs. (B) Western blot revealing anti-FLAG (left) and anti-GFP (right) detection of FLAGand GFP-tagged Shi, respectively, from transfected Kc167 cell lysates. Expected band sizes:
3xFLAG:Shi, 108 kDa; GFP:Shi, 127 kDa; wild-type Shi, 97 kDa. (C) Detection of endogenous
Shi, 3xFLAG:Shi and GFP:Shi with a cross-reacting mammalian Dynamin antibody.
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Figure 2. Localization of GFP:Shi in muscle. (A) Diagram of individual IOM, depicting the
location of surface (red) and central sections (blue). (B and B’) Surface and central sections from
a control IOM expressing cytoplasmic GFP. White arrows indicate GFP localization to Z-lines
(100% of IOMs, n=18 muscles, 7 individuals). (C and C’) Surface and central sections from an
IOM expressing GFP:shi. Orange arrows indicate puncta at the plasma membrane (90.1±5.2% of
IOMs, n=67, 27 indiv); white arrows indicate GFP:Shi at Z-lines (97.1±2.9% of IOMs, n=73, 27
indiv); purple arrows indicate GFP:Shi forming rings (55.9±8.6% of IOMs, n=70, 27 indiv.).
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Figure 2 continued.
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Figure 3. Immunodetection of Shi with mammalian Dynamin antibody. (A, A’)
Immunofluorescence with mammalian Dynamin antibody in surface and central section of wildtype myofiber. White arrow indicates signal from NMJ (n=10, 5 individuals). (B, B’) Dynamin
antibody staining in shi-depleted myofibers (100%, n=3, 1 individuals). (C, C, C’’) Surface section
of GFP:shi myofiber. Respectively, Dynamin antibody immunofluorescence, GFP:Shi signal, and
merged (37.5±12.5% of IOMs, n=16, 6 individuals). (D, D, D’’) Central section of GFP:shi
myofiber. Arrow indicates colocalization of immunofluoresence with GFP:Shi at Z-lines
(51.2±11.2% of IOMs, n=16). Not shown: colocalization of human Dynamin antibody and GFP:Shi
on rings (18.8±10.1% of IOMs, n=16). (E) Percentage of IOMs with anti-Dynamin
immunofluorescence at Z-lines, peripheral puncta, and internal rings. (F) Western blot of pharate
thorax lysates detecting endogenous and GFP-tagged Shi.
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Figure 3 continued.
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Figure 4. Verification of shi knockdown. (A) Immunoblot of pharate thorax lysates with
mammalian Dynamin and tubulin antibodies. (B) GFP:Shi expression, representative of 28
myofibers from 9 individuals. (C) No GFP:Shi observed upon shi RNAi, representative of 20
muscle from 9 individuals.
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Figure 5. Muscle morphology and attachment upon shi depletion and overexpression. (A)
Wild-type myofibril and nuclear organization (n=19, 7 individuals). (B) shi-depleted myofiber
stained for F-actin and DNA (100% of IOMs, n=35, 19 individuals). (C) GFP:shi myofiber with Factin and DAPI staining (100% of IOMs, n=18, 6 individuals). (D, E, F) Tergites III and IV from
control, shi RNAi and GFP:shi abdomen, respectively. Orange arrows indicate missing IOMs;
white arrows indicate misoriented IOMs. (G) Percentage of control, shi RNAi, and GFP:shi IOMs
with disorganized myofibrils (0, 100, and 100%, respectively). (H) Number of normal IOMs
counted per abdomen in tergites III and IV: control averaged 10.8±0.49 IOMs (n=10 individuals);
shi RNAi averaged 3.0±0.77 IOMs (n=6); GFP:shi averaged 7.6±0.40 IOMs (n=19).
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Figure 5 continued.
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Figure 6. Importance of proper shi levels for muscle remodeling. (A) Developmental timeline
of the fly, including stages of lethality seen with GFP:shi and shi RNAi. (B) Dorsal acute muscles
from control 3IL, visualized with F-actin staining. (C) Dorsal acute muscles from shi-depleted 3IL.
ts

(D) Number of IOMs per abdomen upon Gal80 expression of cytoplasmic GFP (10±0.46, n=8
individuals), shi RNAi (9±0.47, n=10) and GFP:shi (8.27±0.19, n=11). (E, F) Localization of
ts

Gal80 -restricted expression of cytoplasmic GFP under GAL4 permissive (29°C, n=16 muscles
from 6 individuals) and restrictive temperatures (18°C, n=2, 2 indiv). (G, H) Localization of
ts

Gal80 -restricted expression of GFP:Shi in surface and central sections of IOMs shifted to 29°C
upon pupation (n=48, 23 individuals).
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Figure 6 continued.
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Figure 7. β PS-integrin distribution upon shi depletion and overexpression. (A) Integrin
striates the surface of muscle cells in costameres and tethers the muscle to tendon cells in
integrin adhesion complexes at the myotendinous junction. Integrin is also sparsely found as
small puncta within the center of myofibers. Red box indicates cropped area of surface sections;
blue box indicates crop for central sections. (B, C) βPS immunofluorescence at the surface and
center of control IOMs (B’, C’) βPS immunofluorescence merged with cytoplasmic GFP in control
IOMs. (D, E) βPS immunofluorescence at the surface and center of shi RNAi IOMs. (D’, E’)
Merged signals of βPS-integrin (red) and F-actin staining (green). (F, G) βPS-integrin distribution
at surface and center upon shi overexpression. (F’, G’) βPS pattern (red) merged with GFP:Shi
signal (green). (H) Percentage of IOMs with βPS at costameres in control (100%, n=33, 16
individuals), shi RNAi (75.0±9.0%, n=24, 10 individuals) and GFP:shi (34.3±8.1%, n=35, 12 indiv)
conditions, respectively. (I) Percentage of IOMs with βPS on inclusions in control (0%, n=32), shi
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RNAi (0%, n=24) and GFP:shi (62.9±8.3%, n=35) conditions. (J) Percentage of IOMs exhibiting
integrin-positive inclusions associated with GFP:Shi (100%, n=22).

Figure 7 continued.
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Figure 8. Dlg distribution upon shi depletion and overexpression. (A) Transversal and
longitudinal tubules of membrane (green) span into the center of Drosophila muscle cells. (B)
Close up of T-tubule membrane invagination at the plasma membrane. Dlg immunofluorescence
in central sections of: (C) control muscles, Dlg-marked transversal tubules indicated by white
arrows; (D) shi RNAi muscles; (E) GFP:shi muscles, orange arrow indicates Dlg-positive
inclusion. (F-G) Dlg immunofluorescence, GFP:Shi signal and merged image from (F, F’, F’’)
periphery and (G, G’, G’’) center of shi overexpression myofiber, arrows indicate colocalization.
(H) Percentage of IOMs with transversal tubules in control (100%, n=17, 6 individuals), shi RNAi
(88.2±8.1%, n=17, 9 individuals), and GFP:shi (0%, n=20, 9 individuals) muscles. (I) Percentage
of GFP:shi IOMs containing Dlg-positive inclusions (40.0±11.2%, n=20, 9 individuals).
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Figure 8 continued.
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Figure 9. GFP:Shi localization and IOM attachments upon mtm RNAi. (A, A’) GFP:Shi puncta
at the muscle surface of mtm-depleted IOM (100%, n=50, 21 individuals). (B, B’) GFP:Shi at Zlines (96.1±2.7% of IOMs) and rings (68.6±6.6%) upon mtm-depletion (for both: n=51, 21
individuals). (C) Percentage of IOMs with GFP:Shi localization to Z-lines, peripheral puncta, and
rings. (D) IOMs per tergites III and IV upon mtm RNAi (8.3±0.28, n=12 individuals), GFP:shi with
mtm RNAi (8.0±0.41, n=9), and GFP:shi (9.1±0.31, n=14).
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Figure 10. Genetic interaction between mtm and shi. (A, A’) βPS-integrin immunofluorescence
in mtm RNAi myofibers raised at 18ºC (77.5±6.7%, n=40, 14 individuals). (B, B’) βPS-positive
inclusions in mtm RNAi muscles (97.5±2.5%, n=40, 14 indiv). (C) Dlg immunodetection upon mtm
RNAi (100%, n=15, 5 individuals). (D, D’) βPS-integrin detected at surface of double knockdown
muscles (81.0±8.8%, n=21, 10 individuals). (E, E’) Perinuclear aggregates of βPS in shi and mtm
co-RNAi (100%, n=21, 10 individuals). (F) Dlg immunodetection upon shi and mtm co-RNAi
(94.4±5.6%, n=18, 9 individuals). (G, G’) βPS distribution at surface of GFP:shi + mtm RNAi
muscles (28.6±10.1% with costameres, n=21, 10 individuals). (H, H’) βPS-positive inclusions in
GFP:Shi muscles with mtm RNAi (52.4.5±11.2%, n=21, 10 individuals). (I) Dlg-positive inclusions
in GFP:shi muscles with mtm RNAi (66.7±9.2%, n=27, 11 individuals). For comparison, βPS (JK’) and Dlg (L) immunofluorescence from GFP:shi IOMs. (M) Percentage of IOMs with βPSintegrin at costameres. (N) Percentage of IOMs with βPS-positive inclusions. (O) Percentage of
IOMs with Dlg-marked transversal tubules. (P) Percentage of IOMs with Dlg-positive inclusions.
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Figure 10 continued.
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Figure 11. Localization of GFP:Shi upon depletion of Pi3K68D. (A, A’) GFP:Shi puncta in the
presence of PI3K68D RNAi (89.3±5.9%, n=28, 10 individuals). (B, B’) GFP:Shi rings colocalize
with βPS inclusions in 35.7±9.2% of IOMs (n=28, 10 individuals). (C) Percentage of IOMs with
GFP:Shi localization at Z-lines, peripheral puncta and rings. (D) Comparison of IOM counts in
tergites III and IV between PI3K68D RNAi (9.33±0.58, n=12), PI3K68D RNAi + GFP:shi
(9.77±0.30, n=13) and GFP:shi (9.14±0.31, n=14 individuals).
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Figure 12. β PS and Dlg-related GFP:shi phenotypes upon depletion of Pi3K68D. (A, A’) βPS
immunofluorescence upon Pi3K68D RNAi (92.3±7.7% with costameres, n=13 muscles from 5
individuals). (B, B’) Perinuclear βPS distribution upon Pi3K68D RNAi (0% with inclusions, n=13, 5
individuals). (C) Dlg staining at center of Pi3K68D-depleted muscle (100% with T-tubules, 0%
Dlg-positive inclusions, n=13, 5 individuals). (D, D’, E, E’) βPS immunofluorescence at surface
(21.1±7.9% with costameres) and center (25±8.3% with integrin-positive inclusions) of GFP:shi
muscles depleted of Pi3K68D (n=28, 10 indiv). (F) Dlg staining at center of GFP:shi muscle upon
Pi3K68D-depletion (100% with T-tubules, 0% Dlg-positive inclusions, n=5, 2 indiv). (G)
Percentage of IOMs with βPS at costameres. (H) Percentage of IOMs with βPS-positive
inclusions. (I) Percentage of IOMs with Dlg-marked transversal tubules. (J) Percentage of IOMs
with Dlg-positive inclusions.
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Figure 12 continued.
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Figure 13. Muscle-specific expression of GFP:shi-E364K. (A) Five conserved domains of
Dynamin. CNM shi-mutants are located in the middle domain (E364K) and PH domain (A614T).
(B) Immunoblot of GFP-tagged shi mutants with mammalian Dynamin antibody. Lower band at 97
kDa indicates endogenous Shi, while upper band expected at 127 kDa indicates mutant GFP:Shi.
ts

(C-E’) Gal80 expression of GFP:shi-E364K. (C, D) GFP:Shi-E364K localization in surface and
central IOM sections. (C’, D’) βPS immunofluorescence at muscle surface and center. (E and E’)
Merged GFP:Shi-E364K and βPS signals. (F) Percentage of control, GFP:shi-WT and GFP:shiE364K myofibers with GFP localization at Z-lines (100%, n=16, 6 individuals; 95.8±2.9%, n=48,
23 individuals; 50.0±10%, n=26, 9 individuals), at surface puncta (0%, n=16, 6 individuals;
93.8±3.5%, n=48, 23 individuals; 100%, n=26, 9 individuals) and in rings (0%, n=16, 6 individuals;
8.3±4.0%, n=48, 23 individuals; 30.8±9.2%,n=26, 9 individuals). (G) Percentage of control,
GFP:shi-WT and GFP:shi-E364K myofibers with βPS at costameres (100%, n=12, 4 individuals;
79.3±7.7%, n=29, 12 individuals; 46.2±10%, n=26, 9 individuals) and βPS-positive inclusions
(0%, n=12, 4 individuals; 13.8±6.5%, n=29, 12 individuals; 69.2±9.2%, n=26, 9 individuals).
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Figure 13 continued.

DISCUSSION

By building flies capable of expressing tagged forms of wild-type and CNM mutant shi, I
have been able to address dynamin function, localization and genetic interactions within intact
muscles. Specifically, I found that shi regulates integrin localization and T-tubule organization
through an Mtm- and Pi3KC2-related mechanism. Integrin traffic has a well-established role in
cell motility, during which old cell-to-matrix attachments are dismantled through integrin
internalization and new attachments are reassembled upon targeted integrin recycling (Caswell et
al., 2009). A requirement for regulated integrin traffic has also been shown in non-motile
myofibers with already formed tendon attachments, and roles for Mtm and Pi3K68D in βPSintegrin traffic at MTJs and at costameres have been implicated for myofiber maintenance and
integrity (Ribeiro et al., 2011). A regulatory role of Mtm has also been suggested for the
maintenance of T-tubules. In this study, βPS-integrin localization and T-tubule organization was
perturbed upon shi overexpression, suggestive of joint regulation by mtm, Pi3K68D and shi in
integrin turnover and T-tubule maintenance, important for development and adult muscle growth,
aging and repair.

Dynamin regulates integrin turnover with Mtm and Pi3KC2
Previously, our lab has observed impaired integrin traffic and the presence of integrinpositive inclusions through misregulated phosphoinositide metabolism (Ribeiro et al, 2011).
Insufficient Mtm phosphatase activity has been shown to result in accumulation of
phosphoinositide and altered PI(3)P distribution (Velichkova et al., 2010; Ribeiro et al., 2011). A
role for mtm in membrane tubulation at PI(3)P compartments (Velichkova at al., 2010) and
integrin traffic and escape from endosomes (Ribeiro et al., 2011) together suggest an mtm role in
membrane efflux for traffic of internalized integrin to the plasma membrane. The presence of
integrin-positive inclusions in myofibers with shi overexpression suggests that excessive levels of
Dynamin also result in defective membrane traffic. My data shows that shi overexpression
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phenocopies mtm-depletion and that shi-depletion suppresses the internal integrin phenotype
with mtm RNAi. Together, this suggests a dynamin-dependent function for Mtm in integrin
turnover. Considering previous detection of sorting endosome-associated Rabs with integrin on
inclusions, these observations confirm the relationship between endocytosis and inclusion
formation, and establish a role for Dynamin upstream of Mtm in a common pathway regulating
membrane traffic and integrin-related cellular remodeling.

In macrophages, Pi3K68D-depletion has been shown to suppress cell morphology and
immune cell distribution impairments due to mtm RNAi (Velichkova et al., 2010). In fly muscle,
integrin adhesion defects, integrin loss at costameres and integrin- and Dlg-positive inclusions
has been observed in cells depleted of mtm (Ribeiro et al., 2011). Here, I found that Pi3K68Ddepletion also suppressed βPS- and Dlg-positive inclusions from shi overexpression. PI3KC2,
Mtm and Shi could have related membrane trafficking functions comprising a common cell
remodeling pathways. The potent genetic interaction between mtm and Pi3K68D and the ability of
Pi3KC2 to produce PI(3)P in vivo suggest that PI3KC2 could provide a PI(3)P substrate pool for
Mtm (Ribeiro et al., 2011; Velichkova et al., 2010; Maffucci et al., 2005). If Mtm functions on
dynamin-dependent endocytic compartments, and if a balance between Pi3K68D and Mtm
regulate endocytic and exocytic (outwards) flux, the genetic interaction between Pi3K68D and shi
support the possibility of Pi3KC2 function which facilitates endocytosis or acts early in endocytic
trafficking. The suppression of shi-related inclusions upon Pi3K68D-depletion could be explained
by Pi3KC2-dependent mechanism required either for endocytosis or for the sorting of early
endosomes to compartment on which Mtm will act. Functions for PI3Ks at the plasma membrane,
such as insulin receptor activation, have been established, and our lab has visualized Pi3K68D at
the periphery of hemocytes and in peripheral puncta in fly muscle (Velichkova et al., 2010;
unpublished data). These observations, and the localization of Shi to peripheral puncta--possible
sites of endocytosis—even in Pi3K68D-depleted myofibers, could indicate that Pi3K68D is not
required for the budding of endocytic vesicles, but instead to target sites of integrin internalization.
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In summary, Pi3K68D-depletion impairs the accumulation of βPS-integrin-positive inclusions
upon shi overexpression, shaping a molecular mechanism by which Dynamin interacts with
Pi3KC2 to regulate integrin turnover. This suggests a shared Mtm/Pi3KC2/Dynamin pathway
crucial for muscle maintenance and remodeling.

In addition to misregulated integrin-mediated adhesions, T-tubule defects have been
observed in mtm-depleted fly muscle and human XLMTM myofibers (Ribeiro et al., 2011; Dowling
et al., 2009). T-tubule loss and Dlg-positive inclusions are also a result of shi overexpression.
Additionally, I found that T-tubule and inclusion phenotypes upon mtm-depletion are rescued by
depletion of shi, suggesting that Mtm regulates T-tubule membranes in a dynamin-dependent
manner. Previous work in our lab demonstrated that pre-existing T-tubules are not required for
the formation of integrin- or Dlg-positive inclusions and that Mtm could normally function either on
a shared precursor compartment important for the regulation of both, or at distinct intracellular
sites (Ribeiro et al., 2011). Here, I have observed Shi associated with Dlg-marked T-tubules,
which supports the possibility of separate mechanisms of Dynamin/Mtm co-regulation at different
subcellular membrane compartments.

Similar to integrin regulation, Pi3K68D-depletion suppressed T-tubule loss and the
formation of Dlg-positive inclusions upon shi overexpression, suggesting a role for Pi3KC2, Mtm
and Dynamin in endocytosis important for both integrin traffic and T-tubule organization. Thus,
the three genes may co-regulate traffic at T-tubules membranes and at the plasma membrane by
a similar molecular mechanism. Considering the varying influence of mtm or Pi3K68D depletion
upon integrin- and Dlg-related shi overexpression phenotypes, it is possible that this mechanism
occurs independently at T-tubules and the plasma membrane. Additionally, βPS-integrin, Dlg, and
Dynamin are known to function at postsynaptic junctions, and MTMR2 has been shown to interact
with Dlg to regulate synaptic membrane traffic (Beumer et al., 2002; Guichet et al., 2002; Lee et
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al., 2010). Together these observations point toward the possibility of a conserved
Dynamin/Pi3KC2/Mtm regulatory pathway of membrane traffic at several subcellular locations.

Implications of Shi function with Shi Overexpression
In a Drosophila model, I established a role for shi in the maintenance of normal muscle
attachments and showed that deviations in endogenous Shi levels result in defective regulation of
βPS-integrin turnover. Previous studies have observed increased membrane fission with
increased Dynamin concentrations (Pucadyil and Schmid, 2008). Thus, it is possible that
abnormally high concentrations of protein causes Shi to oligomerize and catalyze fission more
readily, leading to increased rates of unspecific endocytosis. GFP:Shi localization to peripheral
puncta could indicate endocytic sites at the plasma membrane. However, I have not yet verified
that GFP:Shi has the same functionality as endogenous Shi. It is possible that the GFP-tag might
somehow perturb Shi’s ability to bud vesicles. Thus, integrin phenotypes of GFP:shi could instead
be due to insufficient integrin internalization. This case, however, is less likely since integrin is still
observed at costameres upon shi RNAi. Integrin-positive inclusions, observed in mtm-depletion,
GFP:shi expression, and GFP:shi expression upon mtm-depletion, are never detected upon codepletion of shi and mtm, suggesting that inclusions are of endocytic origin and that GFP:Shi
overexpression promotes enough endocytosis for inclusion formation.

Integrin-positive inclusions were detected in GFP:Shi-E364K myofibers, suggestive of
higher than endogenous levels of endocytic activity. Although this could be partly due to
overexpression, I found inclusions in a higher percentage of IOMs with overexpressed Shi-E364K
mutant than wild-type Shi. This observation is consistent with previous studies showing higher
GTPase activities in CNM DNM2-mutants (Kenniston and Lemmon, 2010). Shi-E364K has a point
mutation in the middle domain, which is important for the tetramerization of unassembled protein
(Ramachandran et al., 2007). Dynamin tetramerization is crucial for higher order oligomerization,
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which enhances high affinity lipid binding and stimulates GTPase activity (Klein et al., 1998;
Warnock et al., 1995). Thus, DNM2 middle domain mutants found in CNM could potentially
increase Dynamin affinity for tetramerization, and thus lipid binding, GTPase activity, and
ultimately, endocytosis. We also observed a loss of βPS at costameres in CNM-mutant
myofibers, a phenotype observed in wild-type GFP:shi overexpression and mtm RNAi, a fly model
of human XLMTM (Ribeiro et al., 2011). Thus, the presence of integrin-positive inclusions with
Shi-mutants points toward the possibility that the myofibril disorganization and poor skeletal
function seen in DNM2-related CNM patients could be explained by defective integrin turnover
due to imbalanced membrane traffic.

Due to Dynamin’s well-established role in membrane fission, I expected to find GFP:Shi
in puncta and at membrane compartments. Unexpected, however, was a GFP:Shi pool localized
to Z-lines. For this, I offer two possible explanations. First, GFP:Shi could accumulate at Z-lines
under high concentrations have have no Z-lines specific function. Important to this point will be
the availability of specific antibodies able to detect endogenous Dynamin by immunolocalization.
Alternatively, Z-lines could potentially be a muscle-specific site of Shi function. Crucial for skeletal
muscle contraction, Z-lines are rich with proteins that anchor actin-filaments within the sarcomere.
Cross-linking adjacent actin filaments, α-actinin is a major protein component of Z-lines (Gautel.,
2011). While α-actinin has been shown to interact with βPS integrin at focal adhesion sites, it is
unclear whether a membrane-related requirement is needed to maintain Z-line integrity
(Kanchanawong et al., 2010). Hence, a function for Shi at Z-lines is yet to be determined.

Together with previous work from our lab, my data suggests a joint
Dynamin/PI3KC2/Mtm role in integrin and membrane traffic. In this model, Dynamin is required
for the budding of integrin-containing vesicles, which may depend on PI3KC2 to adopt early
endosome identity. Mtm then functions to help route endosomes to subsequent destinations and
thus, facilitate membrane exit. The current model still lacks certain details and evidence. For
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example, strengthening the connection between endocytosis and inclusion formation could
provide additional support for this theory. If inclusions are derived from endocytic compartments,
discovering whether mtm RNAi can still induce inclusion formation upon clathrin inhibition or
depletion could prove insightful. To address whether Pi3K68D acts early in endocytosis or
associates with Dynamin, experiments are currently under way to test whether Shi and Pi3K68D
colocalize or interact. Testing an existing kinase-dead form could assess whether a potential
interaction is kinase-dependent. In addition, our genetic data thus far does not rule out functions
for these genes in exocytosis, such as Dynamin contributions to vesicle budding at the Golgi.
Importantly, we also need to verify the functionality of tagged-Shi. Though our shi RNAi was too
strong to rescue with GFP:shi expression, we are now building a fly to express two copies of
GFP:shi, to further dilute shi knockdown. These and other experiments could help piece together
a more thorough and precise understanding of membrane traffic and its role in muscle
maintenance and remodeling.
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Diagram 2. Model of integrin traffic upon shi depletion and overexpression.

Model: Inclusions are poorly trafficked, Dynamin-dependent endocytic compartments. Upon shi
depletion, no membrane internalization occurs and thus, no integrin-positive inclusions can form.
Overexpression of shi results in excessive vesicle budding and ultimately, inclusions even in the
presence of Mtm.
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Diagram 3. Model of Dynamin/PI3K68D/Mtm membrane trafficking pathway.

Model: Inclusions are poorly trafficked, Dynamin-dependent endocytic compartments. Increased
rates of endocytosis (Dynamin overexpression) together with decreased exocytic flux (Mtm
depletion) results in an faster accumulation of inclusions than either condition independently.
However, the presence of PI3KC2 is required for endocytic function, even upon Dynamin
overexpression.

MATERIALS and METHODS

Generation of tagged shi constructs
The entire length of shi cDNA (isoform J, clone 21622, from the Drosophila Genomics
Resource Center) except for the stop codon was cloned into the pENTR/D-TOPO entry vector
(Invitrogen). pENTRY-shi-WT was mutagenized using QuikChange Site Directed Mutagenesis.
Primers for A614T mutagenesis: 5’-GGAGTCCTGGAAAACATCCTT CCTGCG-3’ (forward) and
5’-CGCAGGAAGGATGTTTTCCAGGACTCC-3’ (reverse). Primers for E364K mutagenesis: 5’CGCATTTTCCATAAACGTCTGCGCTTTGAGATCG-3’ (forward) and 5’CGATCTCAAAGCGCAGACGTTTATGGAAAATGCG-3’ (reverse). WT and mutant shi were then
subcloned using an LR recombination reaction into Gateway destination vectors pTGW-1075 and
pTFW-1115 to obtain pUASt-GFP:shi, pUASt-3xFLAG:shi, pUASt-GFP:shiA614T, and pUAStGFP:shiE364K. Constructs were confirmed by sequencing and protein expression in Kc167 and
S2R+ cell lines..

Cell culture, DNA transfection, and Western blotting
Drosophila Kc167 and S2R+ cells were cultured in Schneider’s Drosophila Medium
(Invitrogen) containing 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich) at
6

24°C. On Day One of transfection, 10 cells were plated on six-well plates. At least 24 hours later,
a total of 15 µg of DNA was transfected via calcium phosphate precipitation with the following
DNA constructs: Metallothionein-GAL4 and pUAS-Flag:shi, or pUAS-GFP:shi. On Day Three, the
cells were washed (PBS) and given new media. Metallothionein-GAL4 was induced on Day Four
with 1 mM CuSO4 in complete media overnight. Cells were then washed and lysed (25 mM TrisHCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1 mM EGTA, 5 mM MgCl2, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1% NP40, 1 mM
DTT and 1x Protease inhibitor (Sigma-Aldrich)) for 20 min on ice. Cell lysates were centrifuged at
13,200 rpm for 10 min at 4ºC. Supernatants were decanted and denatured at 95ºC for 5 min with
NuPage 4x loading buffer and reducing agent, then run on an 8% SDS polyacrylamide gel. After
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transferred to an Immobilon-P transfer membrane (Millipore), the membrane was blocked (5%
milk and 0.1% Tween in PBS) incubated with primary antibody (diluted in 1% Milk and 0.1%
Tween in PBS) overnight at 4ºC. Membrane was then washed, blocked and incubated with
horseradish-peroxidase(HRP)-conjugated secondary antibody for 1 hr at room temperature. After
washing, protein bands were detected using Femto enhanced chemiluminescent (ECL) substrate
to detect HRP activity (Pierce).
Primary antibodies used included: mouse anti-FLAG (1:1,000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Inc.), mouse anti-GFP (1:1,000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.), mouse anti-α-tubulin (1:2,500;
Sigma-Aldrich) and mouse anti-Dynamin (1:2,500; BD Biosciences). Secondary antibody was
rabbit anti-mouse HRP (1:10,000; Invitrogen).

Generation of transgenic flies
GFP- and FLAG-tagged shi-WT and GFP-tagged shi-A614T and shi-E364K DNA
constructs were amplified then sent to BestGene for injection. Received lines were mapped to
either the X, second or third chromosome using standard genetic procedures and balanced over
FM7a, CyO or TM6, respectively.

Fly genetics
1

Fly stocks were maintained at 22°C. Stocks used inc lude: w; UAS-GFP:shi , w; UAS3

4

5

GFP:shi , w; UAS-GFP:shi , and w; UAS-GFP:shi , which were used interchangeably, w; UAS3-1

IR-mtm

AH2

(Velichkova et al., 2011); DMef2-GAL4 and DMef2-GAL4, UAS-2xeGFP
v195971

(Bloomington); UAS-IR-shi

and UAS-IR-Pi3K68D

v16240

(VDRC).

Muscle-targeted expression of GFP:shi was achieved by crossing UAS-GFP:shi with the
muscle-specific GAL4 driver, DMef2-GAL4. To extend viability of GFP:shi muscle expressing
larvae, GFP:shi expression was reduced until metamorphosis by raising the larvae at 18°C until
pupation. GAL4 transcription factor has less transcriptional activity at lower temperatures (Brand
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and Perrimon, 1993). Early pupae were then transferred to room temperature for 2-3 days before
dissection of pharate adults. To achieve expression of GFP:shi-WT or –E364K mutants solely
during metamorphosis, the Gal80 temperature sensitive allele was introduced under the control of
a tubulin promoter. UAS-EGFP/+; DMef2-GAL4, tubulin-Gal80ts/+ and DMef2-GAL4, tubulin1

3

Gal80ts / UAS-GFP:shi , DMef2-GAL4, tubulin-Gal80ts / UAS-GFP:shi or DMef2-GAL4, tubulin5

ts

Gal80ts / UAS-GFP:shi flies were raised at 18°C to permit Gal80 inhibition and then transferred
ts

to 29°C, at which Gal80 function is eliminated, for three days before dissection.

Muscle preparations and immunofluorescence
Staged pharate adults were removed from their pupal cases and pinned on sylard
covered Petri dishes containing dissecting buffer (5mM HEPES, 128 mM NaCl, 2mM KCl, 4 mM
MgCl2, 36 mM sucrose, pH 7.2). Abdomens were opened with a longitudinal and two lateral
incisions, pinned flat, washed (PBS) and fixed for 30 min (3.7% formaldehyde, 50 mM EGTA in
PBS). Following fixation, abdomens were then washed, unpinned and blocked (0.3% bovine
serum albuminum, 2% goat serum, 0.1% Triton in PBS) before incubation with primary antibody
at 4°C overnight. The filleted abdomen are then was hed, reblocked and incubated at 4°C
overnight with Alexa secondary antibodies (Molecular Probes), counterstained with phalloidin for
F-actin and DAPI for DNA as needed, and mounted in Fluorsave (Merck Chemicals). Primary
antibodies used include: 1:100 Dlg 4F3 and 1:10 βPS-integrin CG.6G11 (Developmental Studies
Hybridoma Bank) and 1:500 Dynamin (CalBioChem).

Images of abdomen fillets were taken with a Leica DMI 000B inverted microscope using
semi-apochromat 5x objective (N.A. 0.15) and of fixed IOMs with an FV1000 Olympus point
scanning confocal using a 60x Plan Apo N (N.A. 1.2) objective. Exported TIFFs were handled by
Adobe Photoshop and, when needed, ImageJ software.
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Viability assays
To assess viability, parent flies were allowed to lay eggs in new vials at room temperature
for 24-48 hours, after which the parent flies were removed. The progeny were allowed excess
time (15-17 days) to develop and then counted for surviving adults, dead adults mid-eclosion,
dead pharate adults, or dead pupae. In some cases, no larvae were able to pupate and were
instead considered dead during early larval stages.

Statistical analyses
Visual quantification was used to score the number of attached IOMs in tergites III and IV
and the number of IOMs displaying specific sites of GFP:Shi localization. βPS-integrin on
costameres or βPS-integrin- or Dlg-marked inclusions was visually assessed. Statistical
significance of observed differences was measured with the student’s t-test and considered
significant when p<0.05.

Genotypes
Full genotypes for each figure are listed here:
Figure 1. (B) constructs, Met-GAL, UAS-3xFLAG:shi or Met-Gal, UAS-GFP:shi (C)
constructs, Met-GAL or Met-Gal, UAS-3xFLAG:shi or Met-GAL, UAS-GFP:shi
Figure 2. (B,B’,D) Control, UAS-2xeGFP/+; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-LacZ/+. (C,C’,D)
4

GFP:shi: DMef2-GAL4/UAS-GFP:shi .

Figure 3. (A,A’,E) Control, UAS-2xeGFP/+; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-LacZ/+. (B,B’,E) shi
v105971

RNAi, UAS-IRshi

/+; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-LacZ/+. (C,C’,C’’,D,D’,D’’,E) GFP:shi, DMef2-GAL4,
4

UAS-LacZ / UAS-GFP:shi .
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Figure 4. (A) Control, UAS-2xeGFP/+; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-LacZ/+. (A,B) GFP:shi, DMef2-GAL4,
4

v105971

UAS-LacZ/ UAS-GFP:shi . (A) shi RNAi, UAS-IRshi

/+; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-LacZ/ +. (A,C)

v105971

shi RNAi GFP:shi, UAS-IRshi

4

/+; DMef2-GAL4/ UAS-GFP:shi .

Figure 5. (A,D,G,H) Control, UAS-EGFP/+; DMef2-GAL4/+. (B,E,G,H) shi RNAi, UASv105971

IRshi

4

/+; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-LacZ/+. (C,F,G,H) GFP:shi, DMef2-GAL4/UAS-GFP:shi .

Figure 6. (B) Control, UAS-2xeGFP/+; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-LacZ/+. (C) shi RNAi, UASv105971

IRshi

/+; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-LacZ/+. (D,E,F) Control, UAS-2xeGFP/+;DMef2-GAL4, tubulin-

ts

v105971

Gal80 /+. (D) shi RNAi, UAS-IR-shi

ts

/+;DMef2-GAL4, tubulin-Gal80 /+. (D,G,H) GFP:shi,

ts

3

DMef2-GAL4, tubulin-Gal80 /UAS-GFP:shi .
Figure 7. (B,B’,C,C’,H,I) Control, UAS-2xeGFP/+; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-LacZ/+.
v105971

(D,D’,E,E’,H,I) shi RNAi, UAS-IRshi

/+; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-LacZ/+. (F,F’,G,G’,H,I) GFP:shi,

4

DMef2-GAL4/UAS-GFP:shi .
Figure 8. (C,H,I) Control, UAS-2xeGFP/+; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-LacZ/+. (D,H,I) shi RNAi,
v105971

UAS-IRshi

/+; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-LacZ/ +. (E,F,F’,F’’,G,G’,G’’,H,I) GFP:shi, DMef24

GAL4/UAS-GFP:shi .
3.1

Figure 9. (A,A’,B,B’,C,D) mtm RNAi GFP:shi, DMef2-GAL4, UAS-IRmtm / UAS4

4

GFP:shi . (C,D) LacZ GFP:shi, DMef2-GAL4, UAS-LacZ/ UAS-GFP:shi . (D) mtm RNAi eGFP,
3.1

UAS-EGFP/+; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-IRmtm /+.
3.1

Figure 10. (A-C,M-P) mtm RNAi eGFP, UAS-EGFP/+; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-IRmtm /+.
v105971

(D-F,M-P) mtm RNAi shi RNAi, UAS-IRshi

3.1

/ +; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-IRmtm /+. (G-I,M-P)

3.1

4

mtm RNAi GFP:shi, DMef2-GAL4, UAS-IRmtm / UAS-GFP:shi . (J-P) LacZ GFP:shi, DMef24

GAL4, UAS-LacZ/ UAS-GFP:shi .
Figure 11. (A-D) Pi3K68D RNAi GFP:shi, DMef2-GAL4, UAS-IR-PI3K68D
4

4

v16240

/ UAS-

GFP:shi . (C,D) LacZ GFP:shi, DMef2-GAL4, UAS-LacZ/ UAS-GFP:shi . (D) Pi3K68D eGFP,
UAS-EGFP/+; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-IR-PI3K68D

v16240

/+.
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Figure 12. (A-C,G-J) Pi3K68D eGFP, UAS-EGFP/+; DMef2-GAL4, UAS-IRPI3K68D

v16240

/+. (D-J) Pi3K68D RNAi GFP:shi, DMef2-GAL4, UAS-IR-PI3K68D

4

v16240

/ UAS-

4

GFP:shi . (G-J) LacZ GFP:shi, DMef2-GAL4, UAS-LacZ/ UAS-GFP:shi .
Figure 13. (B) constructs, Met-GAL, UAS-GFP:shi-E364K or Met-GAL, UAS-GFP:shits

1

A614T. (C-G) E364K, DMef2-GAL4, tubulin-Gal80 /UAS-GFP:shi-E364K . (F,G) WT, DMef2ts

3

GAL4, tubulin-Gal80 /UAS-GFP:shi . (F,G) Control, UAS-2xeGFP/+;DMef2-GAL4, tubulints

Gal80 /+.
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